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Welcome! 

- for loops
- difference between them and while loops
- nested for loops

- arrays 
- iterating over arrays with for loops

    hot date      & check-in on course.care

- examples examples examples!
- environment diagrams

- functions: testing, edge cases

To access the google 
slides version of this slide 
deck, follow this link: 
https://bit.ly/2thLSHG



for l           ps - what’s new here?

Just another kind of conditional iterative statement... aka a LOOP
- Repeats code as long as some conditional statement is true

3 main ingredients! 1. declaration & initialization 
of counter variable

[                   ]

2. conditional 
statement

[           ]

3. modify counter 
variable
(happens at end)

[     ]
5



for l           ps vs. while loops

- Counter variable scoped 
inside repeating block

- Good for when you do 
know how many times 
you want to loop

- Counter variable 
scoped outside repeating 
block

- Good for when you don’t 
know how many times you 
want to loop

- Can use boolean variable 
as condition

Are 
loops



for l           ps vs. while loops example

Both print:



for l           ps getting tricky

Iterating ‘backwards’

10

Crazy counters

3

Or something wack

3



for l           pception - nested for loops

What is printed?

i=0         i=1          i=2

j=0

j=1

j=0

j=1

j=0

j=1

*note that the inner for loop counter “resets” to zero each time!



ARRAYS

0 1 2 3 4 5Indexes

Elements

let mArray: <type>[]  = [];

How do we declare and initialize 
a new array?



ARRAYS

mArray[0]   “mario”;
mArray[1]   “luigi”;
mArray[2]   “peach”;
mArray[mArray.length] = “bowser”;
mArray[mArray.length-2]   “toad”;
mArray[mArray.length-1]   “bowser”;

How do we index with 
arrays?

What are we telling the computer 
when we say want to access an 
index?

0 1 2 3 4 5

mArray[mArray[mArray.length-2].length]   “toad”;



0 1 2 3

Arrays

“m” “a” “r” “i” “o”

mArray = 

mArray[0] 

What is mArray.length?

What is mArray[0].length?

“mario” “luigi” “toad”“bowser”

0 1 2 3 4



Helpful Array Chart



Arrays

Strings can be iterated over just like arrays!!

let mushroom: string = “goomba”;

print(mushroom.length);

for (let i = 0; i < mushroom.length; i++) {

       if (mushroom[i] === "o") {

           print("I found an “o”");

       }

   }

mushroom[0] = “z”;



ARRAYS

If I pass this array to a function and append the string “toad”  to the end of 
the array and assign the element at index 5 to be “bowser” inside that 
function, then return the array and print it, will toad and bowser be in my 
array??

*** Arrays are references to a location in memory!! ***

0 1 2 3



for l           ps WITH arrays!

“visit each element of an array” … “increment every other number in an array”  
… “find the third instance of true in an array of booleans” …. CLUES

*** think about using the counter as your index for the array ***

Remember that any time you hit a return statement, you’re done INSTANTLY



for l           ps WITH arrays!

Visit and print each 
element of an array



for l           ps WITH arrays!

Visit and print each 
element of an array



for l           ps WITH arrays!

Visit and print each 
element of an array

Visit and print each 
element of an array
...backwards!



for l           ps WITH arrays!

Visit and print each 
element of an array

Visit and print each 
element of an array
...backwards!



for l           ps WITH arrays!

Write a function called includes that, given a number array and a number to 
search for, returns whether that number exists in that array.

i.e. includes([1, 5, 17, 2], 17)  returns TRUE

0 1

1 5

2 17

3 2

Try it with your 
neighbor!



for l           ps WITH arrays!

Write a function called includes that, given a number array and a number to 
search for, returns whether that number exists in that array.



Check-in & Hot Date ;)

A small break! Check in on course.care with this code: 05111

and talk to your neighbor about the best valentine you received as a child (like 
in elementary school when the whole class brought them for everyone)

Are you a keyboard? 

Because you’re my 

type

You are my loop 
condition. I keep 

coming back to you.



EDGE CASES ARE SUPER IMPORTANT!!! KRIS LOVES 
THEM...

What’s the difference between an edge case and a use case?
- Use cases will check that the normal, intended functionality of our 

function is working
- An edge case is a problem or situation that occurs only at an extreme 

operating parameter

If asked to come up with edge cases, how does one do that?

Print out a string in reverse order.
“ABCD” => “DCBA” 

Use CASE: 
reverseReverse(“UNC”)
;

EDGE CASE:
reverseReverse(“”);

reverseReverse(100);



EXAMPLES with San

IT IS SUPER IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ARRAYS ARE REFERENCES 
(POINTERS) TO LOCATIONS IN DYNAMIC MEMORY (HEAP)!! 

Environment diagrams are lifesavers.



Example together 



What would print out?

arr1 and arr2 in the main 
frame are not changed.

Example together (answer)



Exercise: take a few minutes to work this out

What would be printed out?







Exercise: take a few minutes to work this out

cleanArray doesn’t change 
anything in sansArray which 
already exists in heap, but 
creates a new array in the heap 
and appends nonzero values. 
Therefore, it doesn’t actually 
clean our array but creates a 
new one. 



What would be 
printed out?

Exercise: take a few minutes to work this out





Strings are arrays of “characters”

You can use array methods on strings, such as .length. 

Strings are primitive types though, not reference types!!



Practice Code Writing

DIY: Write a void function called reverseReverse that, given a string, would print 
a string with characters in reverse order in one line.

For example: reverseReverse(“ABCD”) would print “DCBA”.



We start at s.length - 1 because the length of an array is 1 + the greatest index.

We increment down with each loop.

+= works for concatenation! Same is output = output + s[i]



Testing and Edge Cases

This is what folders in VS code look 
like /** Import Test Helpers */

import { testNumber } from "./test-util";

import { indexOf } from "./indexOf";

export let main = async () => {

  

   // indexOf Use Cases

   testNumber("indexOf([1, 2, 3], 1)", 0, indexOf([1, 2, 3], 1));

   testNumber("indexOf([1, 2, 3], 2)", 1, indexOf([1, 2, 3], 2));

   testNumber("indexOf([1, 2, 3], 3)", 2, indexOf([1, 2, 3], 3));

   // indexOf Edge Cases

   testNumber("indexOf([1, 2, 3], 4)", -1, indexOf([1, 2, 3], 4));

   testNumber("indexOf([1, 2, 2], 2)", 1, indexOf([1, 2, 2], 2));

};

main();


